In this paper; we propose a novel and practical stereo camera system that uses only one camera and a biprism placed in front of the camera. 
Introduction
Research on the recovery and recognition of 3-D shapes has been undertaken using a monocular image and multiple views. Depth perception by stereo disparity has been studied extensively in computer vision. The stereo disparity between two images from two distinct viewpoints is a powerful cue to 3-D shapes and pose estimation [3, 4] . For the recovery of a 3-D scene from a pair of stereo image of the scene, it is required to establish correspondence [3] . A correspondence algorithm can produce more reliable matches if the underlying images have smaller intensity and geometric differences. Some geometric difference between stereo images is unavoidable, for it is actually the local geometric difference between stereo images that Dept. of Engineering, University of Cambridge Trumpington Street
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cipolla@eng.cam.ac.uk results in the perception of depth. For stereo images acquired by two cameras, the focal lengths and zoom levels of the cameras are often slightly different. Differences in the optical properties of the two cameras cause intensity differences between corresponding points in stereo images. These unwanted geometric and intensity differences should be reduced as much as possible to increase the ability to find correspondences reliably.
Nishimoto and Shirai [5] proposed a single-lens camera system that can obtain stereo images. Stereo images are obtained with a mirror at two different rotational positions. Teoh and Zhang 161 proposed a single-lens stereo camera system. The rotating mirror is made parallel to one of the fixed mirrors and an image is obtained. Then it is made parallel to the other fixed mirror and another image is obtained. Gosthasby and Gruver [7] proposed a single camera system that can obtain images in a single shot and through a single lens. The reversed image should be transformed to appear as if obtained by cameras with parallel optical axes, before carrying out the correspondence and measuring the depth values from the correspondence. ,In their recent work, Nene and Nayar [ I l l proposed four stereo systems that use a single camera pointed towards planar, ellipsoidal, hyperboloidal, and paraboloidal mirrors. By use of non-planar reflecting surfaces such as hyperboloids and paraboloids, a wide field of view is easily obtained. However, their stereo system needs a complex mirror mechanism. In this paper, we propose a novel stereo camera system that can provide a pair of stereo images using a biprism. This camera system also has the advantage that unwanted geometric and intensity differences between the stereo images are reduced. An arbitrary object point in 3-D space is transformed into two virtual points by the biprism. As in the conventional stereo system, the image disparity between the two image points of the two virtual points is Fig. l(a) shows the geometry of a biprism and the associated coordinate system. Both the inclined prism planes n, In Fig. l(a) , a lens gathers all the light radiating from the two virtual points X r and X, , and creates two corresponding image points m, and m,. From equation (I) , given the angle a and the refractive index n, the basic relation for the biprism is given by [9, 101
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sin(a 12) n = where 6 is the angle between a 3-D point and one of the two virtual points. The deviation of biprism 6, as a function of a and n, defines the field of view of the biprism. In where the matrix T, and T, describe the transformation matrix that transformed into the virtual points by a biprism. From equations (3) and (4), we obtain (5) Equation (5) indicates that the distance between the two virtual points becomes larger as a 3-D point moves farther away from the biprism.
Biprism-stereo projection matrix
We derive the camera projection matrix for the biprism-stereo camera in homogeneous coordinates. Let the coordinates of the biprism be the world coordinate system. There is a rigid body transformation between the world coordinates 2 ~ and the camera-centered coordinates k, .
Perspective projection and pixel coordinates conversions are both linear transformations in homogeneous coordinates. In addition, there is another linear transformation involved for the biprism, which accounts for generation of two virtual points x r and x , . The overall imaging process for the biprism-stereo camera can be expressed as a single matrix multiplication in homogeneous coordinates:
where rG, is the image coordinates in the left image plane, Gr is the image coordinates of its corresponding points in the right image plane. If the base plane of the biprism is parallel to the image plane and the biprism does not rotate about the Z-axis, the rotation matrix R is an identity matrix and t=[O, 0, rJT. The projection matrix in the biprism stereo camera system is defined as -sm, = P$, 9 sm, = PrXp 2.3 Relationship between disparity and depth g, and i% , and From equations (6) and (7), the relationship between can be expressed as
From equations (8) and (9), it is easy to see that the corresponding points lie on the same scanline. Equivalently, epipolar lines in biprism-stereo images are parallel. We can derive a simple formula between the disparity and the depth. The relationship between the image disparity and the depth can be expressed as
where Z=Z,,+tZ and t, is the distance between the origin of the biprism and the optical center of the camera. Equivalently, the relationship between the inverse disparity and the inverse depth can be expressed as Once the corresponding points in the left and the right image of a biprism-image are found and the internal parameters of camera and biprism are known, we can determine the depth of points in the scene. From equation ( l o ) , we observe that the disparity is constant independent of the location in the scene if tZ= 0. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent stereo camera system to a biprism stereo system. The virtual cameras are located on the virtual optical axis represented by the line Cp-P2, and C,-P,,. The optical center of two virtual cameras is positioned at points C, and C , , respectively. Accordingly, the effective baseline distance of the biprism-stereo, B, is defined by (12) t k B = 2tZ tan6 = A = I k2au k22au As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the equivalent stereo images are coplanar and parallel to their baseline. In other words, the images are rectified. 
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Field of view
As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the active image plane of the left and right virtual camera is formed by the left and right halves of the image plane, respectively. In other words, regions 0 and 0, 0 and 0 comprise the field of view of the left and right virtual camera. Overlap between the two fields of view defines the field of view (FOV) of the biprism, which is related to the deviation 6:
A 3-D point in the region 0 has two corresponding transformed points, whereas any points out of the FOV do not have corresponding points though they have the transformed points. The field of view of the biprism increases with the increase of the angle a of the biprism.
3-D reconstruction and calibration
It is straightforward to recover 3-D structure if the biprism-stereo camera is calibrated. For the calibration of the camera, we use a well-known calibration algorithm by Faugeras and Toscani [SI.
Suppose we know the Euclidean distance d' between two reference points in 3D space. The biprism parameters can be obtained through the minimization of the following criterion:
where d,c (k, , k 2 ) can be easily derived from equations (ti), (9) , and (10) and N denotes the number of the corresponding points.
To solve equation (14), initial guesses for k, and k2 are obtained from the design parameters of the biprism. With the calibrated biprism and camera, recovering 3-D structure is straightforward . From equation (1 l) , the distance between the origin of the biprism and the optical center of the camera becomes The depth of the object points in the camera coordinate system is given by:
Given Z and the intrinsic parameters of the camera, we can compute the coordinates X and Y using
where Known k , and k, and the intrinsic parameters of the camera, 3-D structure in the camera coordinates can be recovered using the disparity and the center coordinates (u,,v,) of the corresponding points in the biprism stereo image.
Experimental Results
Disparity Map
This section presents some disparity maps of real objects, which are computed from correspondences found automatically in a biprism-image. To obtain a biprismimage, a biprism is placed in front of a camera as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 An implementation of a biprism-stereo camera For this particular prototype, the distance between the optical center and the biprism, t, , is about 150 mm, and the biprism is designed to have a declination angle of 12.4 degrees. Therefore, the effective baseline distance is approximately 38.8 mm. As we explored in the previous section, the distance between two corresponding points m, (u,, v,) and m,(u,, v,) in the image plane is proportional to the distance between the two virtual points transformed by the biprism in the camera coordinates. A simple crosscorrelation technique is used for matching. For this particular experiment, we use a 25x25 window to compute the SSD (Sum of Squared Differences). Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show an input biprism image and the computed disparity map.
. 
3-D Reconstruction
In the previous section, we presented a method to compute the depth map using only the disparity. To obtain Euclidean depth, however, it is necessary to know the intrinsic parameters of the camera and biprism. Fig. 7 shows an image obtained and the dimension of the cali-bration box for the camera calibration. Let us assume that the world reference coordinate is centered at the lowercenter corner of the calibration box. Using 60 reference markings on the calibration box as the reference points with known world coordinates, a well-known calibration algorithm by Faugeras and Toscani [8] is implemented to calibrate the camera. Table 4 .1 shows the intrinsic parameters of the camera. Fig. 8(a) shows an image obtained by a biprism to estimate k , and k,. The distance between two points on the calibration box is 20 mm. Fig. 8(b) shows the computed disparity map. In the previous section, we presented a method to compute the depth map using only the disparity. The parameters k , and k, using the information of the distance between two points on the calibration box and the camera intrinsic parameters are estimated. Table 4 .2 shows the results of the calibrated parameters k, and k,.
From the results of the calibration, rz is 15 1.7692 mm, B is 35.2192 mm, and 6 i s 6.6167'.
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From the above results, if the base plane of the biprism is parallel to the image plane and the biprism does not rotate about the Z-axis, the perspective projection matrix of the left and right half image plane of real camera, respectively, can be obtained as Table 4 .2 The computed parameters k , and k, Fig. 10 shows an input biprism image and the recovered shape along one scanline for a textured light bulb. In the same manner, a simple cross-correlation technique is used for matching. We use a 25x25 window to compute the SSD(Sum of Squared Differences). The radius of a light bulb is 29.9 mm. The error in radius between the recovered shape and the true shape of the light bulb is smaller than 2 mm, and the percentile error is within 5%. Fig. 11 shows an input biprism image and the recovered structure for a block. We have used the pixel coordinates of the vertexes of the block with the pairs of corresponding points. Fig.  Il(b) shows the extracted corner points. Fig. ll(c) shows the recovered shape for the block. Table 4 .3 shows the error in length between the recovered shape and the true shape of the box. The maximum error is 2.5 mm. 
Conclusions
A single-lens camera system that can provide a pair of stereo images using a biprism was introduced. A stereo image obtained by this camera system is equivalent to two images obtained from two perfectly aligned cameras with exactly the same optical properties, which greatly simplifies the calibration of the system. Since the corresponding points in the image lie on the same scanline, correspondence problem becomes trivial.
This camera system can obtain a stereo pair from a single shot and through a single camera. Since the two images of a stereo pair are obtained at the same time, this camera can be used in many vision applications such as dynamic scene analysis. Work is currently underway to improve the accuracy of structure recovery by taking into account the relative rotation of the biprism with respect to the camera coordinate system.
